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DENTALSCHOOLDANCE
MEDICAL
EDUCATION
WEEK
A call for public recognition
and support of the nation's medical schools has been issued by
Gqyernor Goodwin J. Knight. In
proclaiming this week as Medical Education Week, the Governor
observed:
"Medical education is our first
line o defense, afleeting the
health and well-being of every
mediAmerican. Our nation's
cal schools are the nucleus of the
country's health structure pKfe
ducing physicians to provide
medical care for our families,
doctprs to staff our hospitals and
maintain our widespread private
and public health agencies, and
medical researchers to. develop
therapy and new operative tech-

...

—

niques."
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Medical School Picnic
When
p.m.

Pharmacy
■

Student Wins Award

RUMMAGE SALE

Pharmacy School
Hosts Meeting

pros and cons of the present
pharmacy school curriculum, debated by Ron Feldman and Ted
Baehman. Faculty, students, practicing pharmacists, and guests
ended the evening in a heated
but jovial discussion of the problems of students and neophytes
in pharmacy.

Dr. Karl F. Meyer Honored

g Sunday, May 4, 1958—11-5
Thomas J. Roberts Regional Park Recreational Area in the Oakland Hills, approximately 45 minutes from the San Francisco
side of the Bay Bridge.
Who
School of Medicine Students, faculty, alumni, house staff, nurses, laboratory technicians, secretaries, and their families and
friends.
What to do
Student faculty baseball game, volley ball,
swimming (25c and 50c), children's playground, picnic games with prizes.
Refreshments Beer, cokes, milk, ice cream. Bring your
own lunch.
and Alumni, $1.50; others, 50c;
Faculty
How much
children under 5, free.
Senior Medical Students have tickets.
How

■

em drug manufacturing companies, and a discussion of the

cost.

Where

The annual observance.is sponsored ' locally by the San Francisco Medical Society and the
University of California and Stanford University Schools of Medicine. Nationally, it is an activity of
the American Medical Association,
the Association of American
Medical Colleges and the National Fund for Medical Education.
The story of the medical stuENTRANCE ON SKYUNE BLVD
dent's training will be told in
four, television broadcasts, part
of the "House Call" series, on
successive Saturday afternoons
beginning during Medical Education Week. The hour-long broadcasts (at 4 p.m. on KPIX) will
originate from the basic science
teaching laboratories on the U.C.
and Stanford campuses at Berkeley and Palo Alto, and from
wards and clinics of San Francisco Hospital's Stanford service
and the U.C. Medical Center.
medical schools are
gaged in major development
programs. Stanford is building a
*
complete new medical center, intion, chaplained by Father BerMaurice Elario, fourth-year stucluding a hospital, teaching and
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Other members present at the
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president
of
the
included president
summer;
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convention
next
the
open "this
Club and is now serving as first Dick Penna, Vince Blake, Al Adfirst-year medical curriculum will
vice president of this province,
be moved from Berkeley and enDeanna Dawhich includes clubs in Northern dison, Diane Reber,
tering classes will be increased
Enchada,
and Erin
clan, Bosie
California and Nevada.
from 78 to 100.
organizaMedical
Center
Doyle.
The
Objectives of Medical Education Week include wider recognition of these facts:
Medical schools' responsibilities
are not limited to graduating
young M.D.'s. They also provide
The rummage sale is drawing group in charge of the sale have
postgraduate training for physinear and more and more articles decided that for the convenience
cians, train personnel in a multiare coming in all the time. The of a few who wish to purchase
plicity of allied fields, and connursing dorm basement and the
articles at this time the items
duct a major part of current University's 727 houses' basecan be bought on a cash and
medical and biological research. ments are beginning to resemble
bargain centers'where one can carry basis. This will be done in
persons
find almost anything he may a small manner and those
need. In fact, there is even a bed. will be notified.
The bulk of the merchandise
We would like to extend our
gratitude here and now to the will be sold on May 9th between
Faculty and students of the
School of Pharmacy hosted the
April meeting of the Northern
California Branch of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
Cocktails and entertainment,
sponsored by the Kappa Psi and
Phi Delta Chi fraternities, preceded a delicious Italian dinner
served in the Golden Gate room
of Moffitt Hospital. Following
dinner, the group enjoyed a
student-planned program, which
included Bob Day's presentation
of slides and stories of the annual senior tour of the midwest-

•Both local.
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Spring again, and tomorevening from nine to one
School of Dentistry will be
celebrating their annual Spring
Formal. The setting for "Fantasia" will be the Corte Madera
Lions Club.
This year continuous music
will be provided by the popular
Ray Hackett and his twelve piece
orchestra with vocalist Bob Calhan. Ray Hackett is best known
for his frequent appearances at
the Claremont Hotel in Berkeley.
The biggest and best Spring
Formal buffet supper will be
served to the dental students beginning at 10:30.
Bids are available from class
representatives for the unbelievably low cost of $0.00.
We are hoping to see everyone
there to join in the fun.
Faculty invited to attend at no

Left to right rlPage McDonald, Joanne McHenry, Sue Thomas, Trixie McHarg.
anonymous donors. It Is by far 9 a.m. and 5 p.m., at Patrick's
one of our choicest pieces—a true Rummage Center on 999 McAllister Street. This will allow a full
antique!
We have so many interesting day of organized buying to those
pieces that we have already had who feel that what we have is
some

prospective buyers. The

what they need!

Dr. Meyer receiving honorary LL.D. in recognition of his
contributions in the field of preventive medicine.
By JIM LIEBERMAN
The University of California
honored Dr. Karl F. Meyer last
month with the presentation of
the Doctor of Laws degree, recognizing his contributions to public health through his scientific
and social awareness and effectiveness. Dr. Meyer's major interest has been infectious diseases, especially those transmitted from animals to man, and he
is world-renowned for his work
on the epidemiology and control
of plague, psittacosis and western
equine encephalitis, as well as
botulism, anthrax, brucellosis, rabies, and other viral encephalitides.
Dr. Meyer, 74, commands a
busy-looking desk in a quiet,
book-lined room on the third floor
of the Hooper Foundation for
Medical Research, of which he

pouring out new and dangerous
products. Later, in this country,
Dr. Meyer was asking, "Why do
we have typhoid fever? How has
society failed?" He describes his
work as the application of knowledge acquired in the laboratory,
the field, and at the bedside. "You
can't do anything in preventive
medicine without scientific facts."
And he strongly prefers
4ion to police measures In matters of public health: "If you are
convinced about something deeply enough, then you don't need
any rules."
"We have witnessed a tremendous shift in the major causes of
disease," Dr. Meyer reflects. To- \
day mental illness, nutritional
disorders—of want and plenty,— S
radiation hazards, traffic accidents, and lung cancer provide j
the greatest challenges to epi-

\

"Preventive medirine dreams of a time when there shall be enough
for all. and every man shall bear his share of labor in accordance
with his ability, and every man shall possess sufficient for the needs
of his body and the demands of health. 9 These things he shall
Preventive medilutve as a matter of justice and not of charity
cine dreams of a time when there shall be no unnecessary suffering
and no premature deaths; when the welfare of the people shall
be our highest concern; iokert humanity and mercy shall replace
greed and selfishness; and it dreams that all these things will be
Preventive medicine
accomplished through the irisdom of man.
dreams of these things, not with the hope that we, individually,
may participate in them, but with the joy that ive may aid in their
When young men
coming to those who shall live after us.
have vision the dreams of old men come true."

.•

•
•

by Dr. Milton Roseman

is Director Emeritus. He is a consultant to state and national Public Health Departments, and to

the World Health Organization;
he lectures widely and writes,
especially reviews. Two years
ago he visited Russia on a scientific mission sponsored by the
State Department. At present he
is working on an oral polio vaccine.
Karl Meyer's greatest inspiration as a student in Zurich came
from Professor Zangger, whose
constant question, "Who is responsible?" prodded social consciousness at a time when the
growing chemical industry was

demiology. Will good preventive
medicine overflow the earth with
hungry people? Birth control Is
being explored in many areas,
but Dr. Meyer does not fear that,
we'll outgrow our food supply:
"The problem is one of distribution; a country as wealthy as
ours must be very liberal with its
gifts—we must give on a strictly,
humanitarian basis."
About the LL.D. degree Dr.
Meyer says, "I appreciate the
honor so much that I had misgivings about accepting it. I made
use of the opportunities the University gave me, and I should
give something back to the University, something creative."
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April 25 —ASSM Council—Cur-

riculum evaluation. All Medical
students invited. Time: 2:00
p.m. Place: Room 1365.
April 26—Dental School Dance,
Lion's Club (see pg. 1).
April 29—Noon Concert from 12-1 in Classroom B, Medical

San
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School Building.
April 30—Noon Topics from 1-

EDITORIAL

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVES ON THE MILLBERRY
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
During the fall of 1956 and all last year the student government, the faculty, the alumni and the University worded
and reworded, changed and rechanged the Millberry Union
Constitution in order that all groups concerned would have
adequate representation. This constitution was finally approved by all and a Board of Governors was formed. The
individual groups, who were authorized to send representatives either elected or appointed the required number of
members from their own group. The Board has met four
times to date. Thus far the student representatives have
maintained a very poor record of attendance.
There are 19 members on the board who may vote
namely 4 alumni, 4 faculty, the Dean of Students and 10 students. It is obvious that the Constitution allowed for a student majority which means that any decisions made by the
board are essentially in agreement with the feelings of the
student body or at least their representatives. The student
body in general is not getting a fair deal, unless their representatives appear at the meetings, and argue the students' side
of the picture. At the last meeting only 4 students out of 10
attended. A few need be praised for their concern, effort and
attendance, but unfortunately others, who have attended one
or two meetings should show just cause or submit their resignations. A position on the Board of Governors is one of honor
and certainly worthy of respect. It is not a social club which
one attends at will. Ten students are helping to form policy
which will affect 1,400. There will be discontent next year
when the Union opens unless these representatives begin to
show a little more than a mild interest in the welfare of their
constituents.
The Millberry Union should be considered a non profit
the Board of Governors are essentially its
corporation
trustees or directors.
The Union has a paid staff, headed by Mr. Alexander the
Union Director, a student, faculty and alumni group to serve
and a Board of Governors who must see that the paid staff
has a workable plan under which they can function effectively
in order that the members of the Union will derive full benefit.
The Board is responsible for handling a budget running
into several hundred thousand dollars annually—this is not
a small enterprise. We will all be paying our share of the
load—we not only want but must demand full representation
from our members on the Board. We have a Union of which
we can all be proud. We must make it perform in a manner
pleasing to all—it has a great potential. Mr. Alexander has
a host of great ideas; all we need is an enlightened and deeply
interested group of representatives on the Board. The next
meeting is on May 7 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 585 Moffitt—the
meeting is open to all, we hope that, at least, the representatives will be there.

—

—

Stadium Self-Service Laundry
Phone: OV 1-8600
516 Frederick St., nr. Stanyan
WASH and DRY, DRY CLEANING, FINISHED LAUNDRY
Free Parking
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All Faculty Conference

At the All-University Faculty Conference, which met
Barbara on April 2, 3, and 4, reports were given by
Santa
at
various study committees including "The Faculty of the University—l9sB-70," and "Educational Policy and Research. The
first report was prepared under the chairmanship of Angus
E.. Taylor, the second was under George A. Bartholomew.
The Faculty of the University,
1968-70
In order to maintain the present high quality of its faculty, it
will be necessary to pay "the
highest" salaries and improve
other benefits. It will be quite
difficult to attain high-quality
faculty within the next few years
because the supply of potential
teachers is restricted by the low
birth rate of the 30's; the increased competition from industry, and government.
By 1970 the University should
increase its staff 2.5 to 3 per cent
in order to accommodate the increase in students and reduce the
student-faculty ratio from 20:1 to
12:1. The total number of potential Ph.D.'s is about 3.5 times
less than the estimated nationwide need for teachers. Possible
heretofore little used sources are:

women, minority
groups, and advanced students in

refugees,

foreign countries.

Suggestions have been posed
as to methods of alleviating the
problem. One cited is a revision
of the present Ph.D., which includes a shortening of the time
necessary for securing it, clarifying its standards, and re-evaluating the respective claims of teacher training and high-level research training.
An increased scholarships program was suggested and also
more effective use of present
staff and greater encouragement
to faculty members good at teaching, and less so at research work.
The criteria for appointment
should be "The quality of a man's
mind and his promise as a teach-

er-scholar" rather, than an inflexible Ph.D. requirement. Great
benefits could be provided faculty members, such as better facilities, housing, health benefits, etc.
Educational Policy
and Research
It is important for a university
to encourage research by its faculty members, and there are various kinds of research on which
there are diverse opinions as to
which should be encouraged.
There is first, noncumulative
knowledge which includes the humanities, mathematics, and certain social sciences. This entails
work done by one person and
the material needs are fairly
small.
Second are the fields of fundamental cumulative knowledge
represented by the natural and
social sciences. This is usually
best done on a cooperative basis
and its material needs are substantial. Its contributions to human society are very important.
The third area is that of applied science represented by agriculture, engineering, medicine,
public health, and allied fields.
The predictions are used to improve human welfare.
The differences in expenditures
on scientific research in the humanities is amazing. Expenditures
in the sciences are 25 times greater. .This is due largely to the
varying needs for equipment and
assisting staff members needed
for scientific research.
In summation, the following
resolutions present a picture of
(Continued on Page 3)

ASUCMC CONSTITUTION
This is the new A.S.U.C.M.C. constitution which will provide a
workable up to date framework under which your repreresentatives
to the council can function. You will be asked to vote on this next
week. Read it, give it your consideration, and vote! It was designed
by Mr. Jim Lleberman, president of the Medical School, and by the
staff of the A.S.U.C.M.C.

CONSTITUTION
I. NAME AND PURPOSE
1. The name of this organization shall
be the Associated Students, University
of
California Medical Center.
(ASUCMC.)

11. ORGANIZATION AND MEMBERSHIP
1. All registered students, graduate
and undergraduate, In the University
of California Medical Center shall be
members of the ASUCMC.
2. The organization shall be governed
by a Campus Council.
111. THE CAMPUS COUNCIL
1. The Campus Council shall consist
of two parts.
a) the Executive body; Including
the ASUCMC president and the
presidents of the schools of Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing, and Pharmacy (or the vice-president of a
school whose president Is also
ASUCMC president); membership
total of five,
b)

the

Representative body

shall

Include one member ot each class
of the above named schools (total
15 representatives); one graduate
student from each of the schools of
Dentistry, Medici n-e, Pharmacy
(total 3 representatives); one representative from each of the schools
of Dental Hygiene, Physical Therapy, and one representing Medical
Technology and the other curricula
of The Medical Center.

_

IV. OFFICERS
1. The officers of the ASUCMC shall
be the President, Vice-president, Secretary and Treasurer of the Campus
Council, and shall serve for one year
terms. ■
2. The President:
a) shall be selected In turn by the
schools of Medicine, Dentistry,
Pharmacy, and Nursing.
b) shall be the executive officer
and official representative of the
ASUCMC.
c) shall appoint, subject to approval of the Campus Council, subordinate committees as required.
3. The Vice-president:
a) shall be selected In turn by the
schools of Pharmacy, Nursing,
Medicine, and Dentistry.
b) shall assume the duties of the
president In his absence.
c) shall perform executive functions
delegated by the Campus Council.
4. The Secretary shall be elected by
the Council from among Its membership, and shall be responsible for a
permanent record of all ASUCMC proceedings, and for all correspondence
necessary for the proper functions
of the organisation.

5. The Treasurer shall be elected by
the Council from among Its membership, and shall be responsible for collection and distribution of all funds
of the ASUCMC, and a permanent
record thereof.
V. ADVISORS
1. The ASUCMC shall have two official advisors
a) the Dean of Students
b) a faculty member to
be chosen
each year by the president of the
ASUCMC from his school.
2. These advisors may make recommendations, but do not have voting
privileges.

VI. PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEES
1. Publications:
a) purpose Is to facilitate communication on the Medical Center
Campus and to encourage creative
expression of the Campus population.
b) the Instrument shall be
the
Synapse newspaper, the editor of
which shall be an ex officio member of Campus Council and chairman
of the Publications Subcommittee.
2. Activities: This Committee shall be
concerned with promotion, direction
and Improvement of social, cultural,
and athletic activities, orientation
program and living group.
3. Medi-Cal: This Committee shall consist of the editor, associate editor,
and staff.
a) the editor shall be chosen by
the asucmc president and shall
be an ex officio member of the
Campus Council.
b) the editor sshall choose a faculty advisor subject to approval by
the Campus Council.
c) the associate editors (3) shall
be appointed by the presidents of
the schools represented In the
Executive Body.
VII. AMENDMENTS, PETITION, RECALL
1. Amendments and other legislation
may be proposed by any member of
the Campus Council or by petition of
50 members of ASUCMC.
2. Such proposals must be acted upon
by the Campus Council within 15
days of their receipt.
3. Ratification of such legislation
shall be by % majority of the students voting.
4. Recall shall be decided by %
vote of the Council constituency
within 15 days of presentation of a
petition.

VIII. RATIFICATION

1. This constitution Bhall be considered ratified by affirmative vote
of % of those voting of the student
body of the University of California
Medical Center.

-1:30 in Golden Gate Room,
H. C. Moffitt Hospital; Social
Ethics and Human Ecology.
April 30—Newman Club meeting
at 8:00 p.m. Lecture by Rev.
Warren HOlleran on "The Mystery of Infallibility."
May 4 —Medical School Piftiic
(see pg. 1 for details).
May 4—Newman Picnic at Los
Altos.
May 6—Noon Concert.
May 7—Noon Topics: Voice and
Personality.
May 9—Rummage Sale.

TRAVEL IN TEMPOSPRING SING THEME
It's

spring

again

and

the

nurses at 810 are exercising their

vocal cords. This year's theme is
the result of the "catchy title"
contest sponsored by the spring
sing committee. Winner of this
contest (for which the prize was
two big weeks of polished white
shoes) was Joyce Daulton. Her
title of "Travel in Tempo" will
set the stage for the program.
The Spring Sing this year will
be held on the seventh floor of
610 Parnassus. The public is invited to hear and see this event
to be held on May 15 and 16, Included on the program are songs
both sublime and ridiculous interspersed with dances and other

routines.

The committee for the song
fest includes Carol Marklcy,
chairman; Sylvia FertiaW, Marilyn Skidmore, Glenda Odale, and
Mary Lou Stogden, music; Carol
Hagihara and Adele Tern, staging
and costumes; and Elaine Park,
publicity. Jot down these dates
—we hope to see you there.

Dean Fleming Honored
By California State

Dental Association

Those who educate students well are
honored than they who produce them; for these only gave them
life, those the art of living well.
April 21
—ARISTOTLE
The great philosopher must
have looked into the future and
had the man in mind whom we
honor today for, certainly, no one
could have given more than he
to building the lives of those who
have had the privilege of training
under him.
His work is his profession, his
contributions to dental education,
and that which he has done to
cause the advancement of the art
and science of dentistry and the
improvement of the health of the
public are noble examples of complete devotion to a cause, a purpose and a duty.
His selection as a member of
the Council of Dental Health of
the American Dental Association,
his election as president of the
American College of Dentists and
of the American Association of
Dental Schools, and his constant
counseling with other institutions
of learning are testimony of the
high regard in which he is held
by dentists and educators
throughout the land.
No greater honor could come
to an Association than to dedicate its annual scientific meeting
to such a person, particularly
when he is one of its own members and when he is dean of one
of the nation's great schools—the
University of California School
of Dentistry.
In token of the deep appreciation and respect this Association
and its members hold for that
person, the 1958 annual scientific
meeting is dedicated to Dean Wlllard C. Fleming.
(Taken from program of California State Dental Association
88th Annual Scientific Meeting.)
more to be

Torrey's
Stationers

Portable Typewriters

TERMS
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ON THE HILL

Faculty

from page 2)
the changes necessary to better
the educational policy of the university:
Resolutions
1. That the University assume
greater financial responsibility
for the training of graduate students in experimental and field
research.
2. That part of the overhead
received on extramural'grants be
transmitted directly to the budgets of the departments concerned to defray the extra expenses involved in such reasearch
at the departmental level.
3. That as a general University
policy the principle of equal time
for teaching and research be
adopted and that evaluation of
teaching loads remain with the

Live the King

BEAUTIFUL, BEWILDERING, BACCHANALIA: The
Royale Room of the Richelieu Hotel was packed to capacity
by a wonderful crowd anxious to crown their King Bacchus
the temperature of the room was quite understandably
increased; no one seemed to mind this otherwise uncomfortable condition, but those few who did found the dancing quite
enjoyable in the street outside
among the guests who remained in the lighter levels of Stage I anesthesia were Doctors Mikkefeeit and Berglars
Roger Tennyson .was seen departments.
4. That major demands on the
standing quite bewildered at the bar staring at the mass of time
of a faculty member by adpeople wondering, perhaps, if there could be someone willing ministrative and committee assignments be compensated by adto listen to a sales talk on the merits of his '51 Chrysler
justments of teaching assignthe door was well tended by the men of pharmacy: Dick Penments rather than time available
bids for research.
na, Walt Arkush and Bob Day were seen busy with
5. That a limited number
in this corner
some even came without dates, such as
the bartenders, of All-University professorships,
Jacques deLorimcr and Paul'Fredericks
without specific teaching assignslow in the beginning, became experienced rapidly after such ments and carrying an exemption
experiences as wondering what kind of mix Don DalPorto from committee and other adminwanted in his bourbon-on-the-rocks
there wasn't enough istrative work, be established for
outstanding scholars and scienscotch for Burt Greenberg
but things progressed finely tists.
.Paul Peppard was blind (lost his glasses, poor boy)
6. In view of the probable deNeal Wells had trouble differentiating Dolores Rees from his velopment of the new campuses,
that immediate steps be taken to
Bob Smith was left sitting on the floor
Rich Tierdate
establish on each of them the
Frank Silvey forgot his date
Tommost favorable opportunities for
ney was dazzling
my's Joynt was popular after the ball: wives of Bob Engman research.7. That temporary faculty
and Ron Salter were holding places in line long before their transfers
among the campuses of
men arrived, while inside beer was relished by couples Abbate, the University be arranged whenthe Delt House staged a post-op ever such transfers would be adEllis, Schott and Tukman
for those wishing to slow down gradually before retiring from vantageous to teaching or research.
:
such a pleasant event of bacchanalia.
8. That the general funds of
HERE'S TO KING BACCHUS: Bud Taylor of Pharmacy the University for the support of
won the coveted title which has been in the hands of dental research be increased by using
this purpose part of the overstudents for a long while. Other candidates were Dick Mc- for
head on extramural grants and
Kenna and the inimitable and portly Ed Arana who although the royalties on University patlosing carried on, good naturedly, just as if he had won. ents. In addition, an explicit pubappeal should be made for
The boys from Pharmacy ran the bar and we take it received lic
gifts to endow the general Uniapprenticeship credit in furthering their education. You could versity research fund.
9. That intramural support of
certainly tell the married men from the single ones. Gathered
the type available to the basic
thickly around the bar were the married men; forced to resciences on the Berkeley campus
main at their tables or dance were the single men.
from the Miller Foundation be
provided throughout the UniverOLD & NEW BUSINESS: The new ASUCMC Constitusity.
25.
Jim
Lieberman
has
today,
Friday,
April
tion comes out
10. That a University Research
try
much
time
it
so
to
read
it
over.
writing
spent
plan be formulated after an exHOW ABOUT THE PAST WEATHER? This past weekamination Of the needs and facilities
for research in the departthe
finest
have
seen
old
S.F.
a
long
in
in
end was about
we
ments
and organized research
time. We would like to make a suggestion to all the Deans. units on each campus.
Why not organize vacations for such weather as this has
been instead of basing it on now actually obsolete agrarian
custom of giving the summers off? In that way we could
take these much needed vacations at key times of the year.
Readers, write in if you are for it!
The Saints, Sinners and ScepWild Life in California: Many scientific surveys have tics held their meeting on Tuesday evening, May 6. The speaker
been made on wildlife of Africa, Malaya, India,- and early for the evening was the Reverend
North America but little has been recorded on present conTarry Whitfield from Temple
ditions of California fauna. To study it adequately, one must Methodist. His topic was "Marriage Problems." Meetings are
go where the beast goes, so to speak, and track it to its inheld on the first Tuesday of each
digenous lair. As the clime and waters warm as one proceeds month. Watch The Synapse for
further south, the docile and sedentary life increases in tempo information on the next meeting.
until it reaches new fury reminiscent of the annual suicidal
HOLCOMBE JEWELER
foray of the Lemming into cold Norwegian waters. Areas
JEWELER WATCHMAKER
such as Carmel and Balboa are examples. In the mountainous
Telephone UNderhlll 1-7879
regions a more vigorous form of the beast exists. The plum1500 Haight Street
mage during the winter months is quite heavy and is very
San Francisco 17, Calif.
sparse during the summer. Biggest game are found along the
*
California-Nevada border and are constantly being bagged.
Although generally of sufficient size to throw ample weight
around, they still fall easy prey to the hunter who plays the
game by percentages. In the grazing areas of the Central
Valley are found a more domestic species of wild life except
for their young who go on rampages of madness before set1163
tling down to the characteristic valley life. The most vicious
Area
and
the
life exists on the peninsular regions of the Bay
Golden Gate Aye.
land around Chevez Ravine in Southern California. It seems
Fl 6-1980
strangely domesticated at times but springs into the wild
San Francisco
state at such predictable times such as January Ist of every
year.
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John Merchant—Track Star
The son of a former Olympic
star is now attending UCMC. His
name is John Merchant, a sophomore dental student who is specializing in orthodontics.

John's career in track stems
back to his father who competed
in the 1920 Olympics at Belgium
and 1924 Olympics at Paris,
France. The senior Merchant's
main interests were in the broad
jump and hammer throw; and at
one time, he held the National
record for the latter event.
Taking after his father, John
broad-jumped and also ran the
high hurdles at Berkeley High.
After Berkeley High, John decided to go to UC at Berkeley.
As a freshman at Cal, John
broadened his track participation
as he entered all the events he
possibly could.
John's greatest thrill came
when he was one of the four
members of the sprint medley
relay team which broke the
freshman collegiate record for
that event. Running with him
were three outstanding track
stars—Don Bowden, who was the
first American citizen to run the
mile in less than four minutes;
Leamon King, who consistently
runs the 100-yard dash in 9.4; and
Monte Upshaw, who is a great
competitor in the sprints and
high hurdles. As a reward for
their accomplishment, all four
were given wrist watches; and as
of today, John still is wearing his
well-deserved prize.
As a sophomore, John special-

ized in the broad jump and low
hurdles. He developed so well in
the broad jump that he took
fourth place in PCC with a jump
of 24* IV2".
Even after John was accepted
into dental school, he still continued his track career. Now as a
sophomore here at the Mcd Center, he still continues to broadjump .for Cat. Against Fresno
State, John took first place/ with
a jump of 23' 6", against a very
powerful UCLA team, he took
third place with a*jump of 23' 1",
and last weekend jumped 23' 5%"
for a second place at the USC
meet.

This is a great tribute to John
who takes his own initiative to
work-out in the park after school
two or three times a week. He
also takes times off during the
week-ends to travel as far south
as Los Angeles and as far north
as Washington for track meets.
This desire stems from the fact
that John likes to run track and
also stay in shape.
This being his last year of eligibility in college competition,
John plans to make full use of
the new student union to keep
in shape.
*End of Basketball League Near
With the end of another school
year coming, the intramural basketball league is also coming to
its end. Three teams—namely the
Phi Delts, the LDS's and the Zips
—have assured themselves a position in the playoffs. These
(Continued on Page 4)
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Zen Buddhism and Psychiatry
By YASIN BALBAKY
Mr. Allan Watts recently gave an illuminating lecture
on Zen Buddhism; the issue was raised about the applicability
of the Zen Euddhist concepts in modern psychiatry. The very
question is quite interesting in its presumptiveness, the implication that some mystical and Oriental "God knows what"
philosophy could have something
to do with psychiatry. Of course
lor learned people it may be quite
easy to see the continuity between freedom from anxiety and
conflict sought in psychonalysis
on

is still in our blood, and only
because her art and literature
are somewhat adaptable to our
crystalline imaginations. But the
world is not Europe and the potential of human experience is
not confined to literature and art.
And beyond that, the whole magnificent universe confronts us, so
we buzz around in our jets "conquering the skies" just as a few
petty viruses buzz around the
pulmonary alveolar maze of a
4th and Howard hobo. And we
are so proud!
I said we are no exception in
our inability to see beyond the
cultural confines, but we are exceptions in having peculiar disadvantages which limit us further. One factor is purely sociological, yet it infuriated an American I met in Egypt who happened to be a diplomat and an
ex-professor in sociology. What I
stated was that the U.S. as a nation was born out of an economical flux and that accounts partially for the Americans' lack of
genuine sympathy with people
and nations who reflect in their
present a long cultural heritage.
Of course some will argue that,
on the contrary, the United States
has all the cultures of its versatile inhabitants; but I won't discuss that here.
The second factor I think of
is our materialistic abundance,
and I don't mean here the high
buildings beyond which we cannot see. I mean every little thing
which our poor grandfathers
strived for in the past. This colorful playhouse of ours is blinding
because it makes us forget that
the values of objects lie in the
challenge of seeking them. Of
course we are progressing; we
are seeking more, but unfortunately only more of the same
trash. We are just like children
who were given solid colorful objects to play with because they
couldn't yet toy with ideas and
abstracts but when they grew
up they only played with more expensive toys. I am no priest but
a priest said a few weeks ago "we
must share our wealth to justify
it." I quote him just in case you
are religious.
I saw a picture of a green pepper once and it was so beautiful!
The universe is not necessarily
"there" seen from a jet plane
window. We are "powerful" and
we think we have the answer for
happiness and the dilemma of
life. But it may be that what we
think reflects only what we've
seen through our not only human senses but American senses,
the G.E. thread-beam flashlight,
hunting through the infinite darkness of the universe. We might
at least examine the flashlights
which the Buddhist, the Russians,
and the Algerians are using.
There are barriers against
achieving our purpose but we
have a great deal of energy to divert, as a matter of fact more
than any other nation in the
world! It might help us to do so.
It might help dissipate conflict
between nations. It might help
our millions of alcoholics, narcotic addicts and neurotics who

..

one hand and the SATORI

state of oneness with the universe
and with the self, the state of
no purpose and no end, the state
ol direct perceptiveness and the

ideas with
blissful suchness
which Mr. Watts confounded us
so delightfully.
'But let us leave for the moment
our deep thinking psychiatrists
and "go back to the cave" as
Plato would put it, back to our
refreshing crowd of young students, nurses and doctors and
study their reactions to the issue
at hand. A friend of mine gave
a response which symbolizes the
"tribe's idol" so well. "That
sounds fine," he said, "but what
good is that for? Is such a philosophy going to save the people
from hunger, disease, and poverty? What about science, progress, and practical life?"
I almost feel hopeless when I
contemplate the astronomical distance between my dear practical
friend and my noble man of "the
moon and the lake" Bodhidharma, notwithstanding their being
homo sapiens. But being as stubborn as I am and the relevance
of the issue to an old pet theory
of mine, I will make a fling at
the task.
IHff
Historians talk frequently
about nations achieving high levels of civilization, making the erroneous implication that there is
one "global" dimension which although the product of versatile
contributions, nations can still be
placed on a continuum with ipso
facto "high and low" ends. The
fact is that if we rid ourselves
of our own limited and contrived
set of values we would see dimensions of civilization. To say the
least, this seeing would enable
any man to make a gigantic step
toward a richer and more selflulfilling existence.
Of course there is an inherent
difficulty in seeing beyond any

>

culture,

because

despite

what

Freud said about Libido being the
central driving force of behavior.
I think Values as they reflect a
particular culture are more important in heing the molding
force which shapes that crude
piece of clay; and these values
are disgustingly tenacious in
their grip on man's mind.
We Americans are no exceptions in facing this difficulty of
Roing beyond the horizons of San
Francisco and New York. Being
concerned about the practical rewards of Zen Buddhism is just
like weighing in your mind the
value of having a steak instead
of hash for dinner against the
access to a rare edition of a
Shakespearean masterpiece. The
irony however is that so few of
us ever think of the hundreds of
languages that exist on earth
overflowing with the human experience and beauty, with Shakespeares, Hemingways, Freuds,
and Humes. Of course we have
stretched ourselves a little bit to
Europe but only because Europe
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If you have seen any inplays, films, etc.,
about which you have any
comments, or If you wish to
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Noon Concerts—Every Tuesday from 12:10-1:00, students and faculty members may enjoy the various programs of classical music as presented by divers groups of musicians in
classroom B of the Medical School Building.
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from page 3)
teams, however, will still be
fighting for the top position in
the league and the perpetual trophy which is given to the winner
of the league.
The Phi Delts (14-3) are on top
now but have three potent teams
to meet—the Zips, theLDS's and
the Kappa Psi's. Should the
LDS's (145) go undefeated, then
the Phi Delts can afford to lose
only one game if they want undisputed first place.
The Zips, who started off the
season with a terrific winning
streak, have been slipping as of
late. Their chances for championship hinges on the fact that they
must win their last two games
and also hope that the Phi Delts
lose their remaining games. The
Zips can aid their own cause by
defeating the Phi Delte this week.
Fourth place is' now occupied
by the Psi O's with a 9-10 record.
The Delts and Kappa Psi's now
are tied for fifth place with identical records of 8-11 and have a
chance to come in fourth place
as they have three games apiece
to play yet. Should either team
win all three of its remaining
games, they will be put into
fourth place. Should the Psi O's
win their two remaining games,
they will also be in fourth place.
Two of these three teams, the
Delts and the Psi O's will have
played each other in a critical
game by the time this column is
printed. Should the Psi O's win,
they would just about have
fourth place to themselves as well
as a position for the playoffs.
Should the Delte win, they will
better their chances for fourth
place. However, they will still
run into stiff competition against
the Soph Meds and the LDS's.
After the Delt game, the Psi O's
have only to cope with the Sr.
Pharmacy team which hasn't had
a chance to get a well organized
offense going. The Kappa Psi's
appear to be in least favorable
position as they have yet to play
the Soph Meds, the Phi Delte and
the Zips.
The best that the Soph Meds
could do—if they won their remaining two games would be a
tie for fifth place. The Sr. Pharmacy, who recently joined the
league, will end up at the bottom
of the league. However, in all
fairness to this team, it must be
stated that they have not had
enough games to play to their
full potential and capacity.
(Continued

are well fed and sure of a decent
lifespan according to statistics. It
'might help you to see that magniflcient universe in the green
pepper.
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